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Things change with time â€“ and some of the changes to the original stuff turn into something more
exciting, making it extraordinary. These are the game changers, literally, which make such a valued
addition to the game that the game itself becomes exciting, and in this case scientific. Such is the
difference made to the game of Golf with the advent of SkyCaddie SG5 that the game of Golf is not
the same as it was. Technology has powered many a sport, adding the scientific edge to it in such a
way that the game tends to become more professional and marked with unique expertise. The
SkyCaddie SG5 GPS rangefinder makes a complete and comprehensive map of the golf course
that even amateurs and those who are still in the learning curve have so much to gain, as the
professionals of the sport do.

The SkyCaddie, now one of the most essential aspects of the sport, comes in different options with
various features in line with the requirements on the golf course, including the SkyCaddie SGX,
SG2.5 and SkyCaddie SG5. The gadget includes a rechargeable lithium ion battery, A/c battery
charger, USB cable and a heavy duty belt clip, along with a comprehensive quick start guide for you
to hit the ground running. The display in SkyCaddie SG5 features a high resolution 2.2 inch backlit
colour LCD screen, which, along with the IntelliGreen Pro, displays the chief aspects of the ground
such as colour variations, false fronts and contours, keeping you constantly informed of what lies
ahead.

The SkyCaddie SG5 is an intelligent companion when you are on the move, letting you, for
instance, know precisely how far you managed to hit the ball. With simple controls, you would be
able to know how much the ball has travelled with each of your clubs, and hence, lets you have
better control over the game with right choices in good time. The smart gadget constantly updates
your screen with the hazards between you and the green, even as the hazards that you have gone
past are removed off the screen, leaving you with just the information that you need. It would help if
you knew for sure that you bought the SkyCaddie SG5 from reliable sources and from authentic
sellers, as you would get the full quota of uninterrupted services only when you have bought your
gadget from the right places. Once you are done with it, you could leave the rest to your smart
companion.
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Johnson Jonni - About Author:
Have an old a SkyCaddie and would like to upgrade? Visit our offers on largest independent golf
retailers in the UK. All our golf equipment is guaranteed sold at the lowest UK price and offer
custom fit options on a golf gps. We have been a premier stockist of all the major golf brands of a
skycaddie sgx for over 20 years. 
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